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ABSTRACT 
Let U,(ol, /3) denote the class of all square matrices with each entry equal to one 
of the nonnegative numbers a and B and with row sum vector R. We prove that the 
maximum value of the permanent of a matrix in the convex hull of U,(a, B) is 
achieved at a matrix in U,&(Y, p). One consequence of this result is an extension to 
matrices with entries between 0 and 1 of the MincBr$man upper hound for 
permanents of (0,l) matrices in terms of the integral row sums. We obtain other 
upper bounds for permanents of certain nonnegative matrices and give a nonproba- 
bilistic proof of an inequality of Chang for the permanents of certain doubly stochastic 
matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a positive integer n, let Pmt, denote the set of all n x n permutation 
matrices, and let Q,, denote the set of all n x n doubly stochastic matrices. 
Let .Z,, denote the n x n matrix all of whose entries equal l/n. As usual, 
let I, denote the identity matrix of order n, and let Eij denote a matrix of 
suitable size all of whose entries are 0 except for the (i, j) entry, which is 1. 
For an n X n matrix A, let per A denote the permanent of A, and for 
ri,...,iS, jl,..., j, such that 1~ ii < *. . < i, Q n, 1~ j, < . . . < j, < n, let 
A(i 1,“‘, isljl,. . . , j,) denote the matrix obtained from A by deleting rows 
21’. *. , i, and columns jr,. . . , j,. 
For nonnegative real numbers a, /3 with (Y + /3 > 0 and for a positive 
n-vector R, let Us(a, p) denote the set of all n X n matrices and 0~‘s and p’s 
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with row sum vector R, and let UR*(~, /3) denote the convex hull of U~((Y, /3). 
It is clear that UR( a, /3) f 0 if and only if there exists a nonnegative integral 
n-vector V such that n/3E, + (a - p)V = R, where E, denotes the n-tuple of 
ones. 
In Section 2, it will be shown that Us*((u, /3) consists of all n x n matrices 
A with row sum vector R such that all the entries of A he between (Y and /3. 
For brevity, we denote by Us and Us* the sets U,(O, 1) and U,*(O, l), 
respectively. 
In 1963, Mint [5] proved that, if R = (rl,. . . , rn) is a positive integral 
n-vector, then, for all A E Us, 
n r,+l 
perA< 1 --2- 
i=l 
and conjectured that, for A E Us, 
n 
perA < n (ri!)““, 
i=l 
which has since been proved by Bregman PI- 
THEOREM (Mint and Bregman). Let R =(rl,..., r,,) be a positive inte- . 
(2) 
gral n-vector. Then for any A E Us, perA Q n:=,( ri!)‘/‘k, with equality if and 
only if A is a direct sum of square matrices of ones up to permutations of 
rows and columns. 
A natural question is that of the validity of the Mint-Bregman theorem for 
UR*, i.e. whether we can have the same upper bound as the one in (2) for 
matrices in Us*. In this paper we give an affirmative answer to this question 
by proving that there exists A E U,( a, p) such that perA >, perX for all 
X E &*(a, P). 
In 1967 Marcus and Mint [4] conjectured that, for any S E G2,, n >, 2, 
nJ, - S 
per __ 
i i n-l 
< perS 
with equality if and only if S = J,, for n 2 4, and proved their conjecture for 
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positive semidefinite symmetric matrices in a,,. In [7], Wang proved Marcus 
and Mint’s conjecture for n = 3 and conjectured that 
4, + S 
per ~ 
i i n-t1 
< perS 
for all S E fJ2,. 
These two conjectures have been proved to be true in the complement of 
a sufficiently large neighborhood of _I, by D. K. Chang [2, 31. 
For a real number 8, l/(1 - n) < 8 < 1, and for ‘# c ii,,, let ‘@‘) = 
((1 - O)J,, + BA]A E %}. Then Q2(nB) is the convex hull of Pmtr). 
In this paper we prove that for any 8, l/(1 - n) < 8 < 1, 
n (1 -S)“-“(d)” 
max{perBJB EQie)) = s kF, k, , (5) 
where the maximum is achieved uniquely at those matrices in Pmt’,e) if either 
B > l/l - n or n a 4. Plugging 8 = l/l f n into (5) we have 
for all S E L?,,, where the signs +, - agree throughout. 
D. K. Chang [2, 31 proved that 
per( 5) <per(s) 
for all S E 8,. But since 
nJ, * 1, 
per ~ = ( I n! nfl i (kl)‘, (nkl)” k=O k! 
(6) 
(7) 
we see that the inequalities (6) and (7) are the same. 
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2. MAXIMIZING MATRICES IN &*(a, ,8) 
Let (Y, p be nonnegative real numbers such that OL + /3 > 0, and let R be a 
positive n-vector. Then U,( o, j3) # 0 if and only if there exist nonnegative 
integral n-vectors V, W such that 
[wl[;; :] = [R,nE,l. 
If (Y + fi, then the existence of such V, W is unique, since 
det i : # 0. 
[ 1 
PROPOSITION. Zf a < j3, then the polytope U,*(a, fl) consists of all n x n 
matrices X = [xii] such that 
i xij=ri (i=l,...,n), (C2) 
j=I 
where r, is the ith component of R. 
Proof. Let P denote the convex polytope defined by the constraints 
(C,) and (C,). Then we have &*(a, ,8) c IFD. 
Each matrix in UR(o, j3) is clearly a vertex of P. To complete the proof, it 
suffices to show that P has no other vertices. 
Let X = [xii] E P \ U,(cr, p). Then X has at least one entry and hence at 
least two entries in the same row lying strictly between OL and p. So we may 
assume that (Y < rll, xl2 < p. 
For a sufficiently small E > 0, let X, = X + E(Ell - E,,). Then X,, X_, E 
P. Now, since X = iXF + ix_,, we see that X cannot be a vertex of P. H 
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Since &*(a, 8) is a compact set in an ns-dimensional real Euclidean 
space, the permanent function attains its maximum in &*(a, 8). We w3l call 
A E I&*(a, p) a ma&n&zing matrix in &*(a, /3) if perA = max(perX]X E 
%*(a, B)). 
LEMMA 1. The permanent fin&ion attain.9 its maximum in UR*(a, /3) at 
a matrix in UR(a, fi). 
Proof. If a = p, then Uz(a, p) = UR(a, /3), and there is nothing to 
prove. Suppose a # 8. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a < /3. 
Let A = [aij] be a maximizing matrix in U$(a, j3) with as few non-(a, /?) 
entries as possible. Suppose that A 4 U,&a, j3). Then, for some i, j, a < aij < 
/3. Since the ith row sum of A is ma + (n - m)/3 for some nonnegative 
integer m, there exists k such that a < aik < /3. 
For a real number E with sufficiently small absolute value, let A, = 
A + E(Eij - Eik). Then A, E UR*(a, j3) and 
perA,= perA + s(perA(i]j) - perA(i]k)). 
Therefore it must be that perA(i]j) = perA(i]k), and hence A, is also a 
maximizing matrix in UR+(a, p). 
Now, by choosing a suitable E, we can find a maximizing matrix in 
U,*(a, fi) with strictly fewer non-(a, /3) entries than A, contradicting the 
choice of A, and the proof is completed. n 
Note that a matrix which is not in Ufi(a, /I) may also be a maximizing 
matrix. For instance, if a = 0, p = 1, and R = (1, n,. . . , n) is an n-vector, 
then it is not hard to show that per A = (n - l)! for all A E U$. 
NOW, as a corollary of Lemma 1, we have an extended version of the 
Mint-Bregman theorem. Recall that U,*(O, 1) is denoted by Ufi*. 
THEOREM 1. Let R = (rl,. . . , r,, ) be a positive integral n-vector. Then, 
for any A E UR*, 
perA Q fi (ri!)l’r’ 
i-l 
with equality if and only if A is a direct sum of square matrices of ones up to 
permutations of rows and columns. 
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Proof. The assertion follows from the Mine-Bregman theorem and 
Lemma 1 with (Y = 0, /I = 1. w 
COROLLARY 1. Let A = [aij] be an n X n matrix with integer entries 
chosen from {O,l,..., m }. Suppose that each row sum 
n 
ri = C aij 
j=l 
of A is positive and divisible by m (i = 1,2,. . . , n). Then 
m/r, 
perA<mnfi ‘i ! . 
[( 11 i=l m 
Proof. Let A be a matrix satisfying all the hypotheses in Corollary 1, 
and let R =(r,/m,..., r,,/m). Then R is a positive integral n-vector and 
(l/m)A E UR*. Therefore we have 
by Theorem 1. W 
For k = l,..., n, let Q2,,, denote the set of all doubly stochastic matrices 
none of whose entries exceed l/k. For the permanents of matrices in Q2n,k, 
we have the following 
COROLLARY 2. For any A E D n,k, perA < (perJk)“jk with equality if 
and only if k divides n and A is the n/k-fold direct sum of .lk’s up to 
permutations of rows and columns. 
Proof. Let At, denote the set of all n x n matrices of O’s and l’s each of 
whose rows and columns has sum k. Then kQ2,,, = {kAIA E a”,,} is the 
convex hull of A:,. Now Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 1. n 
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3. MAXIMUM PERMANENT ON il;@ 
By using a probabilistic argument, D. K. Chang [2, 31 proved that for any 
SEf&, 
per( !$$Si Sper( =I, 
where the signs +, - are to agree. This inequality tells us that both the 
Marcus and Mine’s conjecture and Wang’s conjecture mentioned in Section 1 
hold in the complement of a sufficiently large neighborhood of Z, in G2,. 
We see that for an S E Q2,, the matrices (n.Z,, + S )/( n + 1) and 
(n_Z” - S)/(n - 1) are on the line in R”’ passing through J,, and S. 
For a real number 8, l/(1 - n) < 8 < 1, and for any % c a,,, let 55”‘) = 
{ (1 - 8).Z, + BA] A E U }. Then Gke) is the convex hull of PmtLe), so that O’,B) 
is a convex polytope consisting of all doubly stochastic matrices all of whose 
entries lie between (1 - 6)/n and [l +(n - l)fZ]/n. 
In this section, we prove that for any 8, l/(1 - n) < 6 < 1, 
n (1- e)“-$6)” 
max(perZ?(B E a’,“‘) = G C 
k=O k! 
and find the class of matrices in Q,, (‘) where the maximum is achieved. 
To get the exact maximum value, we need to known how to compute 
per(XnJ, + ~1,). The following equality is a well-known formula for the 
permanent of the sum of two matrices of same order. Let A, B be matrices of 
order n. Then 
per(A+B)= i c perA[Gl perB(+), 
k=e a,fl~pk., 
where Qk,n denotes the set of all strictly increasing k-sequences from 
{l,..., n}, B(o],8) is the matrix obtained from B by deleting the rows 
indexed by a and the columns indexed by /3, and A[ a]/31 = A({ 1,. . . , n } \ 
(Yl{L..., n}\p).HerewealsoagreethatperA[IZI]IZI]=land B(0]0)=B. 
LEMMAS. Let A, p be real numbers. Then 
n ,y-kp” 
per(Xn1, + PZ,) = n! C - 
k=O k! * 
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= f: C ~kper(Z,[~l~l)~""-kper[nJ,(~l~)l 
k-0 a=%,, 
LEMMA 3. Let A = [ aij] be a maximizing matrix in U,( a, /I). Zf, fir 
some i, j, k, aii < aik, then perA(i]j) < perA(i]k). 
Proof. Let B = A +(a,, - aij)(Eij - Eik). Then B E Us(o~, B) and perB 
= perA +(aik - aij)[perA(i]j) - perA(i]k)]. Thus, it follows, by the maxi- 
mahty of A, that perA(i]j) - perA(i]k) < 0. # 
LEMMAS. Let c~,p>,O, ar+p>O, andZetR=[(~+(n-l)B]E,. Then 
/3nI,, + (a - fi)Z, is a maximizing matrix in UJ a, /3). Moreover, if either 
a/3)0 or n>4, then P[@nJ,,+(a-P)Z,]Q (P,Q~pmt”) are the only 
maximizing matrices in U&ix, /3). 
Proof. If (Y = B, the assertion of Lemma 4 is clearly true. So assume that 
(Y # p. 
Let B = [ bi j] be a maximizing matrix in Un(cw, B). Note that each row of 
B is (oL,~,..., j3)P for some P E Pmt n. We claim that each column of B has 
sum (Y + (n - l),B, so that the column sum vector of B is also R. 
Consider the case a < B first. 
Suppose that the column sum vector of B is different from R. Then, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that the first column of B has sum 
n/3 and the second column of B has sum < 2a + (n - 2)B, and hence also 
that bii=B (i=l,...,n) and b,,=b,=a. Then we have perB(l]l)< 
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per B(112). Thus, from Lemma 3, it follows that per B@(l) = per B(1]2), and 
hence that perB(1,2]1,2) = 0 because 
0 = perB(lp) - perB(l]l) 
= i (b,,--b,,)perB(l,i]1,2) 
i=2 
=(/3-a)perB(1,2]1,2)+ i (P-biz)perB(1,i]1,2). 
i=3 
But, if perB(1,2]1,2) = 0, then (Y must be 0. Since each row of B&211,2) can 
contain at most one zero entry, by Frobenius and K&rig’s theorem [5] it 








Then perB = 2pn(n - 2)(fl 
for n > 4, a contradiction. 
B . . . P 
B . . . P 1 
- 2)! < n!j3”C,“,,( - l)k/Zc! = per[p(n.Z, - Z,)] 
Therefore, it must be that each of the columns of B has sum (Y + (n - 1)/3 
if either a > 0 or n > 4, in which case B is permutation equivalent to 
PnJ, + (o - P)Z,. 
For the case (Y > p, by a similar argument we can show that B has 
column sum vector R. 
Since, clearly, per[ p3.Z, + ((Y - /?)ZJ = max{ per XJX E U,( (Y, p)} for the 
case n = 3, the proof is completed. n 
Now, we are ready to prove the following 
THEOREM 2. Let a,p>o, a+p>O, and let R=[cY+(~-~)P]E~. 
Then for any A E Un*( (Y, P) 
n pn-k(a-p)k 
per A < n! c 
k=O k! . 
(8) 
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Moreover, if either a/3 > 0 or n > 4, equality holds in (8) if and only if 
A=P[P~J,+((Y-_)I,]QforsomeP,Q~Pmt,. 
Proof. By Lemmas 1, 2, and 4, the inequality (8) holds for every 
A E Ua*(a, p). To complete the proof, we need only to discuss the case of 
equality in (8). Let A = [aij] be a maximizing matrix in U~*((Y, p). Assume 
that n >, 4 and A P Ua(a, p). Consider the case (Y < /3 first. Since A P 
U,( (Y, /3), the number of non-(cu, /I) entries of A is >, 2. By the same method 
as the one used in the proof of Lemma 1, we can get a maximizing matrix 
C = [cij] in UR*(a, /3) from A such that (Y < err, cl2 < p and cij E { CX, /3} if 
(i, j) # (1,1),(1,2), so that per C(l(1) = per C(l]Z), up to permutations of 
rows and columns. But in that case, c12 = . . . = cln = /? and hence cl1 + cl2 
=cw+p. 
Let M = B +(a - cll)E,, +(p - c12)E,,. Then M is again a maximizing 
matrix in Un*( (Y, j3) lying in UR(e, fi). Thus, by Lemma 4, M = P(pnJ, 
+ (a - /3)Z,)Q for some P, Q E Pmt “. Therefore we may assume that C(l]l) 
=j3(n-1)Jn_l+(a-/3)Z,_1 and car= ... =c,r=p. But then we have 
per C( 111) < per C( 112) a contradiction. Similarly, we can give the proof for 
the case of ar > p. n 
As a special case of Theorem 2, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let 8 be a real number such that l/(1 - n) < 0 d 1. Then 
” (l- fl)“-“(nf3)” 
max(perBIBEQ(ns)} = s kFO k, . 
Zf either 8 > l/(1 - n) or n >, 4, the maximum is uniquely achieved at the 
matrices (1 - S)J, + BP, P E Pmt.. 
Proof. Let (Y = 0 + (1 - 6)/n and j3 = (1 - 0)/n. Then (Y +(n - 1)p = 1 
and R [a + (n - l)P]E, = E,, so that UR*(a, j3) = Q2(nB). Since, in this case, 
n (1- f3)“-“(ne)” 
p4Pn.L + aZ, > = per[(l - e).f, + ez,] = z k;. k! ’ 
the assertions of Theorem 3 follow from Theorem 2. 
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Substituting 6 = l/(1 f n) in Theorem 3, we have 
COROLLARY. For any A E a,,, 
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where the signs +, - agree. 
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